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O n 9 July 1997 at l2.05pm I stood on the summit of 8068-metre
Gasherbrum I (Hidden Peak). This was my first 8000-metre peak

and most likely my last. I felt little of the elation which has accompanied
summit success on lesser mountains during my climbing career. Instead,
the scenes that I had witnessed filled me with despair for the future of
mountaineering in the Himalaya.

On returning from leading a successful expedition to Tirich Mir in the
autumn of 1995, I began the search for my next big objective. An 8000
metre peak in Pakistan seemed to be the obvious choice. K2 and Nanga
Parbat were quickly ruled out for being too dangerous. I then dismissed
Broad Peak and Gasherbrum 11 for being too popular. This left only
Gasherbrum I. With only one previous British ascent (at that date) and a
moderately technical route, it seemed to be an ideal choice. I could hardly
hope to have the route or the peak completely free of other climbers, but
recent history indicated that GI was unlikely to be crowded. On each of
my three previous expeditions to high peaks in the Karakoram there had
been only one party on the mountain. I valued the atmosphere of self
reliance and solitude that this had added to the climbing experience.

The sight of Gasherbrum Base Camp was an unwelcome shock. More
than 150 climbers and 50 local staff were spread over 1000m of moraine.
Mess tents bristled with aerials, microwave dishes and satellite telephones.
Solar-powered laptop computers processed images from digital still and
video cameras before they were beamed out via the internet to various
expedition web sites. Doctors came equipped with hundreds of kilos of
supplies, ready to run MASH-style field hospitals. Helicopters of the
Pakistan Army roared overhead daily.

There was a lively Base Camp social scene complete with endless gossip,
intrigue and tea parties. Some people enjoyed BC life so much that they
never felt inclined to go onto the mountain at all. Some groups were so
over-sponsored that they seemed to have a different coloured down jacket
for each day of the week. I cannot pretend to have felt at home in the
village atmosphere of BC, but this seems to be the future of Himalayan
climbing. The only choice open to those wanting to climb the highest peaks
is to accept it or stay at home.

My disquiet at sharing a crowded Base Camp became insignificant
compared with my rising concern about activities on the mountain. There
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were several very competent climbers and a few well organised, responsible
teams. They were the exceptions. The general standard of safety being
observed was dismally low. Many climbers were happy to plan an ascent
in a style which I regard as ethically unacceptable, deliberately profiting
from the efforts of others with no intention of making any contribution
themselves.

Between Base Camp and Camp 2 there are two crevasse fields to be
negotiated. In recent years there have been several fatal falls in this area.
This is well documented in expedition reports and should have been known
to all the climbers attempting the Gasherbrum peaks. Yet of the 15
expeditions on GI and GIl, only three regularly roped together on this
section. Two members of other groups suffered large falls into crevasses,
resulting in broken limbs and helicopter evacuations. Some groups fixed
several hundred metres of unnecessary rope on flat easy ground in the icefall.
This gave a false sense of security to unroped climbers, as the weak anchors
were incapable of holding a serious crevasse fall.

On GI the steep gully between €amps 2 and 3 was a natural funnel for
debris falling from the upper face. Climbers ascending this section were
threatened by stonefall for 6 to 8 hours, yet my party were the only group
on the mountain wearing helmets. The large number of climbers moving
about on the mountain led to a lackadaisical attitude towards co-ordina
tion within the various expeditions. Often members of one team had little
idea where their colleagues were nor who they were climbing or camping
with. Good weather meant that most of these lapses went unpunished.

It could be argued that the climbers taking these risks had made rational
choices and had accepted responsibility for their actions. My belief is that
the 'casual' attitude adopted on the mountain was a direct consequence of
there being so many people about. People were cutting corners and taking
unnecessary risks in the belief that someone else would help them out if
they had a problem. The poorly prepared groups on the mountain were, in
effect, assuming that the better resourced and organised groups would
provide a free rescue service for them. This mentality is bound to lead to
avoidable accidents as well as causing acrimonious disputes between
members of different expeditions.

Throughout my climbing career I have always believed that the style in
which you climb is more important than the simple fact of reaching the
summit. For many groups in the Himalaya this is clearly not the case. In
the scramble to claim an 8000-metre summit a variety of shameful tactics
are being employed. There are 'climbers' who, through lack of physical
strength or technical expertise, are clearly incapable of climbing the
mountain using their own resources. Rather than admit this and go home,
they employ high-altitude porters to do all the work for them. These porters
break trail, establish camps, melt snow, cook food, fix ropes, and drag their
employers, like so much baggage, up the mountain. Anyone who ascends
a peak in this style does not deserve to be called a 'climber'.
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Another variety of ethically suspect mountaineering was practised by
the 'jumar brigade'. These were often experienced climbers with several
8000-metre peaks to their credit. Typically involved in the race to be the
first from their country to bag all the 8000-metre peaks, these climbers
arrived at Base Camp several weeks after the other expeditions. Thus they
found the route through the lower icefall had been established, the route
adequately marked, trail broken, camps established and ropes fixed on the
more technical sections. With a bit of fitness and acclimatisation, these
climbers were able to pull themselves up other people's fixed ropes, bag the
summit and be back in Base Camp within a few days: much to the delight
of their sponsors and their domestic media. But is this the way that we
want mountaineering to develop? Is this a healthy or an ethically desirable
style of climbing?

The scenes I witnessed on summit day served to reinforce the views which
I had formed on the earlier stages of the climb. The 'leading female climber'
of a SE Asian nation was manhandled to the summit by two strong porters.
One pulled on a short rope from the front while the other pushed from
behind. Smiling summit photographs were procured for the sponsors back
home, before she was led back to the top camp in a semi-conscious state by
her loyal porters. Descending from the summit, I was surprised to find a
group of 'late starters' still heading upwards several hours behind the main
group, and risking possible benightment on their descent. Fortunately the
climbers concerned were lucky - this time!

This is just a brief summary of some of the incidents that occurred on GI
in 1997. I have already blotted much of the expedition from my mind,
preferring to remember happier and more satisfYing summits from my eleven
seasons in the Karakoram. I am tempted to turn my back on the 8000-metre
circus and search for more rewarding ascents on other peaks. But is simply
turning away from this issue any sort of solution? Is it not the case that the
death of traditional mountaineering values on the world's largest peaks is
an issue which concerns all climbers, and demands our·consideration?

The practice of 8000-metre peak-bagging is leading to a distorted and
debased form of mountaineering in the Himalaya. This can have no other
effect than to damage the sport of mountaineering in all the world's moun
tain ranges. The high media profl1e of attempts on 8000-metre peaks means
that this aspect of the sport is the one that the public sees. The sport is thus
defined in the public perception by what happens on the big-name peaks.
They are attractive to advertisers and sponsors for the simple fact that they
are the biggest. For climbers they have the added bonus of offering a high
chance of success, on a known route, with many other expeditions present.
Therefore repeat ascents on these mountains attract a disproportionate
amount of the sponsorship money available to climbers, and disadvantage
those wishing to pursue more innovative objectives. Moreover, high-profile
accidents on these peaks, involving multiple deaths, are instantly world
wide news and reflect badly on climbing as a whole.
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Everest has already been lost. What happens on that mountain can no
longer claim to have any connection with the sport of mountaineering as
practised by hundreds of thousands of grass-roots adherents around the
world. The rush to collect 8000-metre peaks is a dead-end activity which is
distorting the sport of mountaineering. The true custodians of mountaineer
ing's spirit are surely the unsung army of climbers, pursuing unheralded
projects, who savour the quality of their experiences. Ifwe focus too easily
on quantifiable goals we risk allowing a diminished form of the sport to be
the yardstick by which all other ascents are measured.

Can this process be stopped? Or should we stand back and accept these
developments as the inevitable face of progress? What is at stake is the
extent to which the future of mountaineering can be influenced by climbers
themselves. Nothing less than an ethical reappraisal of high-altitude
mountaineering will do. Drastic measures are needed to focus attention
on the problems and create a climate in which a structure for a sustainable
future can be developed. If we do not fight for control, the sport will mutate
into something unrecognisable.

The world of rock climbing in Britain provides an example of a sport
whose participants have rejected what is technologically possible in favour
of what is deemed to be ethically desirable. It would be technically possi
ble to make all classic British rock climbs into via ferrate, creating safer,
easier and more family-friendly routes. But in order to preserve the essen
tial nature and ethic of rock climbing in this country, our climbing
community has chosen not to do this. It is doubtful if such a self-regulating
ethic could be introduced in the Himalaya. There is no unanimity of
approach even amongst Western climbers, and the differing cultural out
look and economic imperatives of Asian climbers and the mountain
communities are unlikely to be reconciled.

During eighteen years of climbing I have learned to appreciate the
mountain environment as a source of many rich and diverse experiences.
Each of us approaches the sport from our own unique perspective, and we
are all changed in different ways by our experiences. Mountaineering has
taught me an appreciation of wilderness areas, how to work with others in
difficult situations, how to develop the skills of self-reliance, and how to
temper ambition with prudence and the knowledge of one's own limitations.
Joining the crowds on 8000-metre peaks contributes to few of these qualities.
For many it is a purely physical activity which, like exercising on a treadmill,
may build strong leg muscles but does little for the mind.

As I sit pondering these issues in the garden of Skardu's K2 hotel, an
army helicopter thunders overhead bearing the bodies of six Japanese
climbers killed in an avalanche that struck their base camp. In a season
when friends of mine have been killed on the mountains, how important is
it to get worked up about 'abstract' issues of style? Should I not simply be
thankful for a successful and incident-free season, and leave the agonising
for someone else? I am prepared to ask the questions. I have no answers.



26. Gasherbrum I seen from Base Camp. (David Hamilton/High Adventure collection) (P197)

27. Gasherbrum ll, III and IV seen from c7S00m on GI. Muztagh Tower and the Ogre
visible on extreme left edge. (David Hamilton/High Adventure collection) (p 197)
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